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Co-Creation Workshop and Project Development 

Meeting 

Milan, 23-25 May 2022 

Venue 

Aula Pio XII, via Sant’Antonio 12, Milan 

Host institution: University of Milan 

Contact: Prof. Marco Parolini (marco.parolini@unimi.it) 

Program 

The goal of this workshop is to move a step forward with the projects the 

students developed in the previous workshop and online meetings. The project 

progress reports will be presented and discussed. Furthermore, the workshop 

will place special thematic focus on environmental, economic and policy issues 

related to plastics, raising thereby awareness for one of the central European 

issues in development of future circular economy with worldwide perspective. 

The workshop will be initiated (Day 1) by a discussion session on the progress 

of project development (for students) and a round table discussion on 

educational perspectives of Collegio Futuro (for teachers). On Day 2, a lecture 

series on different aspects of plastics will be given to students, coupled with a 

project-based learning experience.  

Afterwards, students will have ample time for further project development, 

exchange and networking. The workshop will end with a round table to discuss 

the progress of the students’ projects (Day 3). 

 

Focus Topic: Environmental, economic and policy issues 

related to plastics 

Plastics are an important material in our economy and daily lives. Over the past 
50 years the role and importance of plastics in our economy has consistently 
grown because they incalculably contribute to tackle most of the challenges that 
our society has to face. Plastics are often used in products with short to average 
lifespans, mainly in packaging, automotive, electrical and electronics fields. 
Despite the countless socio-economic benefits, the continuative production, use 
and disposal of plastics contribute to the so-called ‘plastic waste problem’ 
characterizing the social/environment pair. In particular, the inappropriate 
management of plastics has been demonstrated to potentially induce serious 
negative effects on the environment and human health. Thus, moving towards 
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a more sustainable economy of plastics could deliver invaluable benefits, which 
could be achieved only though the transition from a linear to a circular economy 
of plastics whereby materials are circulated as valuable, reused, recycled and 
recovered. Plastics represent one of the priority areas in the EU action plan for 
the circular economy, whose final goal is to develop new policies and directives 
aimed at improving the recyclability of plastics and at increasing the request for 
recycled plastics. This policy will bring a series of outstanding economic and 
environmental benefits. For instance, the recent EU rules on single-use plastic 
products aim to prevent and reduce the impact of certain plastic products on 
the environment and human health. They also aim to promote the transition to 
a circular economy and resource-efficient plastics economy with innovative and 
sustainable business models, products and materials, therefore also 
contributing to the efficient functioning of the internal market. Specific rules 
and targets apply to certain areas, including single-use plastics, plastic 
packaging, microplastics, and soon bio-based, biodegradable and compostable 
plastics.  

The scope of this focus meeting is to return an overview on the environmental, 
economic and policy issues related to plastics, with the final ambition to provide 
PhD students with the knowledge and the tools to develop an interdisciplinary 
research project on this issue. 

Time schedule 

 

Day 1: Monday, May 23rd 2022 (16:00 – 18:00) 

16:00 – 16:30 Registration, welcome and opening of the meeting 

16:30 – 17:45 Discussion session on the progress of Project development 
(for students) 

16:30 – 17:30 Parallel session on Educational perspectives of Collegio 
Futuro (for teachers) 

17:45 – 18:00 Closing remarks and happy hour 

 

Day 2: Tuesday, May 24th 2022 (9:30 – 12:30 / 14:30 – 18:00) 

9:30 – 10:00 Introduction to the daily activities 

10:00 – 12:30 Impulse lectures 

10:00 – 10:15 Lecture 1: Polymers and biopolymers (Dr. Ortenzi - 
Dept. Chemistry, University of Milan) 

10:15 – 10:30 Lecture 2: Plastics in the environment: presence and 
risks (Prof. Binelli & Dr. Magni - Dept. Biosciences, 
University of Milan) 

10:30 – 10:45 Lecture 3: Economic issues on plastics (Prof. Orsi – 
Dept. Environmental Science and Policy, University of 
Milan) 
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10:45 – 11:00 Lecture 4: current policies on plastics (Prof. Cavaliere 
Dept. Environmental Science and Policy, University of 
Milan) 

11:00 – 11:30 Coffee break 

11:30 – 11:45 Lecture 5. Push for a second valuable use of plasmix: a 
project-based learning experience (Prof. Parolini - 
Dept. Environmental Science and Policy, University of 
Milan) 

11:45 – 12:30 Discussion session on lectures 

12:30 – 14:30 Lunch time 

14:30 – 17:30 Students’ Project development 

17:30 – 18:00 Closing remarks and happy hour 

 

Day 3: Wednesday, May 25th 2022 (9:30 – 12:30) 

9:30 – 11:00 Discussion session on the progress of students’ project 
development 

11:00 – 11:30 Coffee break 

11:30 – 12:30 Greetings and farewell 

What should you bring to the workshop? 

 An electronic device with internet access for group work (laptop, iPad, 
etc.), wireless Internet access in UNIMI is free of charge 

 A USB drive  

 The willingness to explain your scientific interest to non-experts and 
motivation for understanding the projects outside of your research 
discipline  

 Readiness to engage in open discussions where there are no stupid 

questions 

Accommodation  

Workshop participants may stay in one of the hotels with an agreement in 
force with UNIMI (if you reserve in one of the following hotels you will need 
to travel to the venue by metro). 
 
ACCOR HOTEL (see details for reservation below) 
 
- Ibis Milano Centro *** 
- Ibis Styles Milano Centro *** 
- Mercure Milano Centro **** 

 
 

https://all.accor.com/hotel/0933/index.en.shtml
https://all.accor.com/hotel/A024/index.en.shtml
https://all.accor.com/hotel/5705/index.en.shtml
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Details for reservation: in order to book ACCOR Hotels you need to reserve via 

http://www.accorhotels.com/ and indicate the following codes so to have a 
10% discount on the best available rate: 
 
• ID code: SC655621378 
• access code: UN271IT737 
• contract number: 5000. 
 
 
BEST WESTERN (see details for reservation below) 
 
- Best Western Hotel City ****  
- Best Western Hotel St. George ****  
- Best Western Plus Hotel Felice Casati ****  

 
Details for reservation: in order to book BEST WESTERN Hotels you need to 

reserve via www.bestwestern.it and indicate the following codes so to have a 
20% discount on the best available rate: 
 
• ID code: 01377570 
   
OTHER OPTIONS within walking distance from the venue (no 
agreements in force with the University of Milan) 
 
 

- Hotel La Madonnina ***  

- Hotel Ariston *** 

- Hotel Perugino ***  

- Hotel Ideale ***  
 
 
Please note that booking of and paying for accommodation is in your 
responsibility. 
 
Snacks/coffee/tee in between will be provided during the workshop, as well as 
Lunch on Day 2. 
 

We are looking forward to meeting you in Milan! 

Corona rules: 
In-person meetings will be accessible only to students holding a Covid-19 
certificate (green pass). It should be remembered that the Covid-19 certificate 
is issued also to unvaccinated individuals with a negative molecular (or rapid 
antigen) test result in the last 48 hours, or those who have recovered from 
Covid19. 
To date, the use of face masks is mandatory indoors to protect your and other 
people's health.  

http://www.accorhotels.com/
https://book.bestwestern.it/IT/hotel_a_Milano_98094.aspx?arrivalDate=20200205&amp;departureDate=20200207&amp;room=1&amp;adults%5b1%5d=1&amp;ID_Code=01377570
https://book.bestwestern.it/IT/hotel_a_Milano_98332.aspx?arrivalDate=20200205&amp;departureDate=20200207&amp;room=1&amp;adults%5b1%5d=1&amp;ID_Code=01377570
https://book.bestwestern.it/IT/hotel_a_Milano_98177.aspx?arrivalDate=20200205&amp;departureDate=20200207&amp;room=1&amp;adults%5b1%5d=1&amp;ID_Code=01377570
http://www.bestwestern.it/
https://www.booking.com/hotel/it/la-madonnina-milano.it.html?aid=1610681;label=milan-M%2A_HpTM9D6VW8jrhc4hIOgS350041663877%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atiaud-294889294733%3Akwd-11351953743%3Alp1008463%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm;sid=bc49e5f3acd85638e9b9a54fda478e8d;all_sr_blocks=55050201_88174777_0_1_0;checkin=2020-01-19;checkout=2020-01-20;dest_id=-121726;dest_type=city;dist=0;group_adults=1;group_children=0;hapos=1;highlighted_blocks=55050201_88174777_0_1_0;hpos=1;no_rooms=1;req_adults=1;req_children=0;room1=A;sb_price_type=total;sr_order=popularity;sr_pri_blocks=55050201_88174777_0_1_0__9400;srepoch=1579093382;srpvid=9a2b5bc25f47000b;type=total;ucfs=1&
https://www.booking.com/hotel/it/hotelariston.it.html?aid=1610681;label=milan-M%2A_HpTM9D6VW8jrhc4hIOgS350041663877%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atiaud-294889294733%3Akwd-11351953743%3Alp1008463%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm;sid=bc49e5f3acd85638e9b9a54fda478e8d;all_sr_blocks=8035201_88153450_0_0_0;checkin=2020-01-19;checkout=2020-01-20;dest_id=-121726;dest_type=city;dist=0;group_adults=1;group_children=0;hapos=1;highlighted_blocks=8035201_88153450_0_0_0;hpos=1;no_rooms=1;req_adults=1;req_children=0;room1=A;sb_price_type=total;sr_order=popularity;sr_pri_blocks=8035201_88153450_0_0_0__9073;srepoch=1579093422;srpvid=d2785bd669ba000a;type=total;ucfs=1&#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/it/perugino.it.html?aid=898409%3Blabel%3Daffnetawin-index_pub-214459_site-g7457326168790799459-a8257196629195552095_pname-Honey%20Science%20Corporation_plc-_ts-_clkid-6776_1574935272_9fe6facd882a0ca62d89549fc591b21a%3Bsid%3D7c736eaa99bb10bce2622946f3f9e09d%3Ball_sr_blocks%3D8051820_94766419_0_2_0%3Bcheckin%3D2020-02-05%3Bcheckout%3D2020-02-07%3Bdest_id%3D-121726%3Bdest_type%3Dcity%3Bdist%3D0%3Bgroup_adults%3D1%3Bgroup_children%3D0%3Bhapos%3D2%3Bhighlighted_blocks%3D8051820_94766419_0_2_0%3Bhpos%3D2%3Bno_rooms%3D1%3Breq_adults%3D1%3Breq_children%3D0%3Broom1%3DA%3Bsb_price_type%3Dtotal%3Bsr_order%3Dpopularity%3Bsrepoch%3D1574936038%3Bsrpvid%3D768247f36101005c%3Btype%3Dtotal%3Bucfs%3D1&amp;&amp;hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/it/hotelidealemilan.it.html?aid=898409%3Blabel%3Daffnetawin-index_pub-214459_site-g7457326168790799459-a8257196629195552095_pname-Honey%20Science%20Corporation_plc-_ts-_clkid-6776_1574935272_9fe6facd882a0ca62d89549fc591b21a%3Bsid%3D7c736eaa99bb10bce2622946f3f9e09d%3Batlas_src%3Dsr_iw_btn%3Bcheckin%3D2020-02-05%3Bcheckout%3D2020-02-07%3Bdest_id%3D-121726%3Bdest_type%3Dcity%3Bdist%3D0%3Bgroup_adults%3D1%3Bgroup_children%3D0%3Bhighlighted_blocks%3D8161501_169934981_1_1_0%3Bnflt%3Dpri%3D1%3Bpri%3D2%3Boos%3D1%3Bht_id%3D204%3B%3Bno_rooms%3D1%3Broom1%3DA%3Bsb_price_type%3Dtotal%3Btype%3Dtotal%3Bucfs%3D1
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